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are placed perpendicularly to the plane of the circle at P and P' respectively. It follows at once from equation (2) that the potential of*the second rod at Q' differs by a constant from the sum of the potentials of the first rod at the points Qlt Q^ &c.
In the same way, by properly placing pairs of corresponding rods we .may build up two corresponding cylindrical bodies, which have the property that the potential of the second body at Qf differs by a constant from the sum of the potentials of the first at Q^-.Qn*
We may express this result in the form of a theorem. An infinitely long cylindrical body has its density uniform along any generating line and attracts according to the law of nature. The body, being referred to cylindrical coordinates with the axis of z parallel to the generators, is transformed into another cylindrical body by moving each cylindrical element (r, 6) into the position (r', 0'), where r'=c(r/c)n, 6'=n6t without altering the mass of element. If the potentials of the original body at the n points (p, <£), (/>, 0 + a), (p, 0 + 2a) &c. 'be Vl9 F2, F3 <&c. then the potential of the transformed body at (/>', #')» where p' — c (p/c)w, 0'=n0, differs by a constant from the sum Vl + V2 + (&c. + Vn.
If one be a continuous cylindrical solid, the other body may be made also continuous by altering the areas of the sections of the transformed elements, keeping the mass unchanged. Since the elementary areas at P, P' are respectively rdBdr and ^de'dr* we easily see that the volume densities at P, Pf must be in the ratio of (w')2 to r2.
If one body be a continuous surface, the other may be made also a continuous surface. Since the masses on the corresponding arcs ds, ds' are equal, the surface densities <r, <rr, must be such that <rds = fffdsr. This ratio may he put into other forms. Let ^, if/ be the angles these arcs make with their respective radii vectores, then since rf=rnlcn~1t Q'—nB^
d6 —
It appears that the radial angle $ is unaltered by the transformation. Since sin ^^rddjds, siu$'=r'd6'jds', we see that dsjdsf=r/nrft and therefore r<r = nrV.
Since the coordinates of the corresponding points of the two figures are connected by the relations r'=?*w/cw-1, O' = nd, it is clear that when ff has increased from 0 to STT, 6 has varied from 0 to 2?r/w, and thus an arc only and not a closed curve is obtained. If P' travel n times round its curve, the curve traced out by P will consist of n equal and similar arcs, fitting together and forming a closed curve. Since a = 27r/w, it is also evident that these n arcs are similarly placed with regard to the n points Qlt Q2, &c., and that therefore the potential of the whole closed curve at each of these points is the same.
The potential therefore at Qf of the n coincident cylindrical strata generated by the rod P in n revolutions (which of course is n times that of the cylinder taken once) is equal to n times the potential of the complete cylindrical stratum generated by the rod P at any one of the points Qlt Q2t AC. It follows that the potentials of the two closed cylinders (each taken once) are equal at the. corresponding points Q1 and Q'. If one stratum (like an electrical stratum) is equipotcntial throughout all space on one side of the surface, the other is also equipoteuiial on the corresponding side.
Ex.    Thin layers of attracting matter are placed on the cylinders
Aafi + $ (3J3 -2A) xhj* + S (34-2J3)afy4+Z?w6 = l;                                                        v '? jll
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